Abridged from Press Release dated May 17, 2018 – “RAZOR ENERGY CORP. ANNOUNCES FIRST
QUARTER 2018 RESULTS AND RETAINS ALLIANCE CAPITAL PARTNERS”
INVESTOR RELATIONS
We are pleased to announce the retention of Alliance Capital Partners (“Alliance”) and principal Gordon
Aldcorn to provide investor relation services to Razor. Alliance’s involvement will enhance the visibility
of Razor and reinforce the Company's profile in the capital markets community. We chose Alliance as its
values, standards and breadth of knowledge and reach into the financial networks is exceptional.
In consideration of the services to be provided, the monthly fees incurred by Razor will be a cash
consideration of up to $7,000 CDN, starting May 1, 2018 for a period of six months ending on October
31, 2018 and on a month to month basis thereafter.
Alliance does not have any interest, directly or indirectly, in Razor or its securities, or any right or intent
to acquire such an interest.
ABOUT RAZOR
Razor is a publicly-traded junior oil and gas development and production company headquartered in
Calgary, Alberta, concentrated on acquiring, and subsequently enhancing, producing oil and gas
properties primarily in Alberta. The Company is led by experienced management and a strong,
committed Board of Directors, with a long-term vision of growth focused on efficiency and cost control
in all areas of the business.
Razor started operations in the first quarter of 2017, through an acquisition of producing assets in the
Swan Hills area. In the second quarter of 2017, Razor added to its base with the acquisition of
complementary assets in the Kaybob area. These predominantly light oil assets provide a foundation for
strong shareholder return through abundant low risk operations. Razor plans to concurrently grow Swan
Hills and Kaybob, and execute on similar acquisitions, using its experience to extract upside value.
Razor is a pivotal leading-edge enterprise, balancing creativity and discipline, focused on growing an
enduring energy company.
Razor currently trades on TSX Venture Exchange under the ticker “RZE”.
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